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Abstract

The electromagnetic calorimeter for the new muon (g− 2) experiment at Fermilab will consist of arrays of
PbF2 Čerenkov crystals read out by large-area silicon photo-multiplier (SiPM) sensors. We report here on
measurements and simulations using 2.0 – 4.5 GeV electrons with a 28-element prototype array. All data
were obtained using fast waveform digitizers to accurately capture signal pulse shapes versus energy, impact
position, angle, and crystal wrapping. The SiPMs were gain matched using a laser-based calibration system,
which also provided a stabilization procedure that allowed gain correction to a level of 10−4 per hour.
After accounting for longitudinal fluctuation losses, those crystals wrapped in a white, diffusive wrapping
exhibited an energy resolution σ/E of (3.4 ± 0.1) %/

√
E/GeV, while those wrapped in a black, absorptive

wrapping had (4.6 ± 0.3) %/
√
E/GeV. The white-wrapped crystals—having nearly twice the total light

collection—display a generally wider and impact-position-dependent pulse shape owing to the dynamics of
the light propagation, in comparison to the black-wrapped crystals, which have a narrower pulse shape that
is insensitive to impact position.
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1. Introduction

The new muon (g− 2) experiment [1] at Fermilab
will require 24 electromagnetic calorimeter stations
placed on the inside radius of a magnetic storage
ring. The muon precession frequency data is ob-5

tained from the decay of 3.1 GeV/c muons repeat-
ing many ∼ 700µs “fills.” The detectors must ac-
curately measure the hit times and energies of the
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positrons, which curl to the inside of the ring fol-
lowing muon decay. For maximum acceptance, the10

calorimeters are located partly within the storage
ring’s highly uniform 1.45 T magnetic field and ex-
tend inward radially to a region where the field falls
to ≈ 0.8 T. A rigorous material selection and eval-
uation process is required for candidate absorber15

and readout components to avoid perturbation to
the uniformity of the field.

Demands on the calorimeter and readout design
are based on the unusual nature of the (g− 2) mea-
surement, where gain instabilities and pulse pileup20

introduce major systematic uncertainties. Instan-
taneous rates are expected to exceed a few MHz
per station at the beginning of any storage ring fill
and drop, on average, exponentially by more than
4 orders of magnitude over the measuring period.25

Over this measuring period, temporal gain stabil-
ity of better than 0.1 % must be maintained. At
all times, two-pulse resolution for events separated
by 5 ns or more in the same detectors is required.
These demands have led to a limited number of de-30

sign concepts [2, 3]. Here, we describe a detailed
evaluation of a new option, which has been selected
for the (g− 2) experiment.

A calorimeter station will consist of 54 lead flu-
oride (PbF2) crystals in a 6 high by 9 wide array,35

with each crystal read out on the rear face using a
large-area SiPM coupled directly to the crystal sur-
face. While PbF2 calorimeters have not been exten-
sively used in the past5, their properties are partic-
ularly well suited to the needs of the (g− 2) exper-40

iment. PbF2 has very high density (7.77 g/cm3), a
9.3-mm radiation length, and a Molière radius of
RE

M = 22 mm for energy deposition. An equivalent
to Molière radius for Čerenkov photons is a cylinder
inside which 90 % of photons are generated. The ra-45

dius was measured as RC
M = 18 mm [6]. The fast

nature of the purely Čerenkov radiation aids in re-
ducing pileup. In fact, the intrinsic pulse width
from photon arrivals is affected noticeably by the
choice of wrapping, as we will detail below.50

The relatively new development of SiPMs as light
transducers [7] has considerable advantages com-
pared to PMTs, albeit with several distinct chal-
lenges. Their compact nature provides freedom in
the mechanical design of the calorimeter housing so55

they can be mounted in tight geometries. They op-
erate in high magnetic fields without degradation

5The A4 Collaboration published a number of important
technical papers; see [4, 5]
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Figure 1: For illustration, the three inputs that determine
the relative detected photon spectrum (black full) vs. wave-
length are shown: Čerenkov spectrum (black dotted), PbF2

nominal transverse optical transmission across a 25-mm crys-
tal measurement (red dashed), and SiPM quoted PDE at a
typical operating over-voltage (blue dash-dot).

and, important for (g− 2), they do not perturb the
magnetic field as long as a suitable choice of the
electronics support components is made. The well-60

known challenges include the need for temperature
and bias control stability during operation.

In principle, the energy resolution of a PbF2 –
SiPM combination should be several times better
than the lead-scintillating fiber (SciFi) sampling65

calorimeter used in the previous (g− 2) experiment,
as long as the light can be efficiently detected by
the SiPMs. In SciFi-based calorimeters, light can
be concentrated by suitable tapered guides and di-
rected to a smaller area light sensor with mini-70

mal loss [8]. This feature does not exist for crys-
tals where the light is well mixed and uniformly
fills the downstream face at large incindent angles.
The challenge is to enable the light, which propa-
gates dominantly via total internal reflection, to ef-75

ficiently escape from PbF2, with its high refractive
index of 1.8, to the SiPM sensitive surface. Even
in their larger commercial formats, a single SiPM
is small compared to typical calorimeter crystal di-
mensions. In the device described below, the SiPM80

employed covers only 23 % of the 25× 25 mm2 crys-
tal face.

Fig. 1 displays the typical Čerenkov light spec-
trum behavior, the crystal transmission, and the
SiPM photo-detection-efficiency (PDE), as a func-85

tion of wavelength. The product of the three gives
the relative detected photon spectrum, which aids
in guiding the design of the optical system.
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Figure 2: (a) Front view of the array of 28 PbF2 crystals. Elements 1 – 16 are wrapped in white Millipore paper, while elements
17 – 28 are wrapped in black Tedlar. (b) Schematic diagram of the laser calibration system used. Light from each fiber in the
distributed bundle is directed through a lens into the front face of a single crystal.

2. Setup for Electron Beam Studies

To characterize the performance and properties90

of this detector, we completed a study of a proto-
type array at SLAC’s End Station Test Beam Facil-
ity. The facility provides a well-collimated beam of
electrons at a user-defined rate with a typical rate
of 5 – 10 s−1. In each precisely timed beam pulse, a95

Poisson distribution of electrons arrives. When well
tuned, the single-electron beam pulses will be most
likely, with the probability of ∼ 37 %. The beam
radial extent when exiting the last vacuum pipe is
expected to be ∼1 – 2 mm and its position is stable,100

thus avoiding the need for external wire chambers
or start counters. Energies from 2 to 4.5 GeV were
used in the present study. At each setting the beam
energy was known to about 50 MeV and stable to
better than 1 %.105

The calorimeter prototype tested at SLAC was
a 4× 7 array of 2.5× 2.5× 14 cm3 (15X0) high-
quality PbF2 crystals, grown by SICCAS6. Each
crystal in the first four consecutive columns was
wrapped in a single, non-overlapping layer of re-110

flective white Millipore R© paper, whereas each crys-
tal in the remaining three columns were wrapped
in matte black absorbing TedlarTM. The Millipore
Immobilone-P is a polyvinylidene fluoride mem-
brane with 0.45µm pores, and it is a Lambertian115

(diffusive) mirror. The upstream face for all crys-
tals was left unwrapped to permit the injection of
light from a calibration system. A schematic dia-
gram and numbering scheme used in this paper is
shown in Fig. 2, (a).120

6Shangai SICCAS High Technology Corporation, 1295
Dingxi Rd., Shanghai 200050, China

Each crystal was viewed by a monolithic
16-channel Hamamatsu MPPC7 (SiPM). The
SiPM used has 57,600 50-µm-pitch pixels in a
1.2× 1.2 cm2 area, an entrance window made from
epoxy resin with the refractive index of 1.55, and125

was optically matched to PbF2 via NuSil LS-5257
optical grease. When a photon strikes a SiPM pixel,
it can cause an avalanche that is summed together
with the other struck pixels in a linear fashion to
produce the overall response. Quenching resistors130

are intrinsic to the device to arrest the avalanche
and allow a fired pixel to recover with a time con-
stant typically in the 10’s of ns. The pixel recovery
time is very much dependent on the SiPM fabrica-
tion properties. For good near-linear operation, the135

concept is to have a pixel count that greatly exceeds
the highest photon count that would strike the de-
vice. A deviation from linearity at high light levels
is caused by pixel saturation, that is, the suppressed
ability for a single pixel to have more than one140

avalanche within a single recovery period. For our
crystals, we anticipated approximately 1 pe/MeV,
where pe (short for photo-electron) represents a
converted photon. The (g− 2) highest single elec-
tron energy is ∼ 3100 MeV, which implies a max-145

imum pixel occupancy fraction near 5 %. Despite
the low occupancy fraction, optimal linearity is
achieved by applying a correction for pixel satu-
ration, following

Nfired = Ntot [1 − exp (−Nprimary/Ntot)] . (1)150

Here, Nfired is the number of pixels that actually
fired, Ntot is the total number pixels a SiPM has,

7Multi-Pixel Photon Counter Model number S12642-
4040PA-50 [9].
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Figure 3: A histogram depicting the response of a single
crystal to one or two 3-GeV electrons within a beam bunch.
The raw trace (black) is corrected (light red) to account for
pixel saturation. The correction improves the energy linear-
ity between the first and second peak.

and Nprimary is the number of pixels that would fire
if the number of pixels were infinite (and the pixel
area vanishing). The formula assumes a uniform il-155

lumination which is guaranteed by the optical prop-
erties of the PbF2 crystal boundaries. Fig. 3 shows
a typical energy distribution in one of our crys-
tals from a well-tuned electron beam, which shows
peaks for one and two 3-GeV electrons per bunch.160

The black trace is the raw response, while the red
trace demonstrates the applied pixel saturation cor-
rection. The selected SiPM counts multiple thou-
sands of photon hits in a perfectly linear way after
the simple analytical correction is applied to com-165

pensate for individual pixel saturation.

The amplifier board, shown in Fig. 4, used to sum
up the 16 individual channels is based on a concept
of a multi-staged transimpedance op-amp. In the
first step, current pulses from 4 SiPM channels are170

added together and converted into voltage pulses
in a fixed-gain transimpedance amplifier. The pri-
mary stage is designed around a THS32302 oper-
ational amplifier operated in current mode at the
constant gain of 600 Ω, which means that the charge175

of 1 pC entering the op-amp within 1 ns generates
a voltage pulse with the amplitude of 0.6 V. In the
second stage, the four partial sums are added to-
gether using a THS3201 op-amp operated at unity
gain in voltage mode. The output stage drives an180

AC coupled differential pair of coaxial cables, and
is designed using a LMH6881 digitally controlled
variable gain amplifier. The multi-staged design
provides a PMT-like pulse width, very high rate
tolerance, and excellent gain stability.185

Critical to the studies reported here is the read-

Figure 4: A baseline prototype of a surface-mount 16-channel
SiPM soldered on the amplifier board. The two MMCX con-
nectors represent the AC coupled differential voltage signal
out. The common bias voltage in, the board low voltage, and
SPI lines to regulate gain are supplied through the HDMI
connector.

out of all pulses using high-speed waveform digi-
tizers. For most studies, the SiPMs coupled to
the 16 white-wrapped crystals were digitized using
a 12-bit CAEN DT5742 switched capacitor desk-190

top digitizer sampling at 1 GSa/s, while 8 of the
black-wrapped crystals were digitized using a 12-
bit Struck SIS3350 digitizer sampling at 0.5 GSa/s.
The digitizers have single ended 50 Ω inputs. The
differential signal from the SiPM amplifier board195

was turned into the single-ended one via a balun
transformer by Micro Circuits. Fig. 5 depicts sam-
ple traces from the CAEN digitizer. The digitized
pulse shape allows reliable reconstruction of hit en-
ergy, time and position because the shapes of an200

energy shower and the digitized pulse are directly
related.

A high-performance calibration system was used
to set the gains of the individual crystal/SiPM ele-
ments as well as to monitor the gain stability of each205

detector throughout the test beam period. Several
prototype elements of the overall optical system be-
ing designed for the (g− 2) experiment were tested,
including a suite of out-of-beam pin diode moni-
tors, which measured the laser shot-to-shot inten-210

sity fluctuations. The studies reported here relied
on a subset of these tools including the light source,
a system to precisely control its intensity by at-
tenuation, and a distribution system to direct light
separately to each of the 28 detector elements (See215

Fig. 2, (b)).

A PicoQuant LDH-P-C-405M pulsed diode laser
drove the calibration system. It featured a pulse
width <600 ps at a wavelength of 405± 10 nm. The
power stability over 12 hours in an environment220

with temperature stability ∆T (ambient) <3 K is
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Figure 5: Sample SiPM traces from a 3-GeV electron in a
Millipore-wrapped crystal and a laser pulse were recorded
by a 1 GSa/s digitizer. Also shown is a trace from a laser
pulse read out by our newest generation of electronics boards.
No noise reducing or smoothing filters were applied to these
traces.

quoted as 1 % RMS and 3 % peak-to-peak, a per-
formance we verified in the field. The maximum
energy per pulse is ∼ 500 pJ. The pulsed laser was
assembled on an optical bench; the light beam225

passed in air through various fixed-ratio optical
splitters, then through a 6-position neutral-density
filter wheel, which could be rotated remotely. The
transmission fractions used were: 100 %, 82 %,
65 %, 45 %, 30 %, and 20 %. The multiple laser230

intensities allow us to discriminate against effects
that scale non-linearly with the number of photons.

The emerging beam next entered either of two
tested light diffuser systems: a 2-inch integrating
sphere, or a diffuser. The integrating sphere (Thor-235

labs, mod. IS200-4, 4 ports) provides a high degree
of output uniformity at the price of a higher atten-
uation [10]. We used a 1-inch diameter, 20◦ Circle
Pattern Diffuser8, preceded by a beam expander
consisting of two lenses having 10-mm and 50-mm240

focal lengths, respectively. The diffuser provided
more than 10 times larger transmission efficiency,
at the price of a somewhat lower spatial uniformity,
which might potentially manifest as non-linearity in
our calibration data. Two independent light distri-245

bution systems provided the desired redundancy in
laser calibration.

A custom fiber bundle transmitted light from ei-
ther distribution system to the calorimeter front
panel. The bundle has thirty optical silica fibers250

with 0.6-mm diameters each, numerical aperture

8Engineered DiffuserTM by RPC Photonics, Rochester,
NY, purchased from Thorlabs as model ED1-C20

NA = 0.39, and was produced by VINCI9. On the
calorimeter front panel, each fiber was secured using
SMA connectors to a port in front of each crystal
(they were offset slightly from the geometrical cen-255

ter). Aspherical lenses (Thorlabs, mod. CAY046,
f = 4.6 mm) were positioned between the SMA in-
terface and the crystal front face to collimate the
light output from the fibers. The setup maximized
optical transmission from the calibration system260

into the PbF2 crystals.

3. Operational Procedures

3.1. Pulse Fitting

The pulse-fitter extracts the pulse-integral (pulse
area) and hit time from a digitized trace. The pulse-265

integral is an effective measure of the number of
pixels fired. The pulse-fitter used in this study was
based on custom pulse templates for each individ-
ual SiPM to be robust against small fluctuations in
pulse shape.270

Data-driven templates (also known in literature
as “system functions”) were built by averaging more
than 10,000 digitizer traces and interpolating be-
tween digitized samples within a trace using a cu-
bic spline. Templates T (t′) were normalized such275

that
∫
T (t′) dt′ = 1, and aligned in the time domain

so that t′ = 0 corresponds to the pulse maximum,
which was interpolated by a parabolic curve across
3 samples—the peak sample and its two neighbors.
The function used for fitting traces was of the fol-280

lowing form:

f(t) = p0 · T
(
t− p1

p3

)
+ p2 . (2)

The four free parameters of this fit are an overall
scale factor (p0), the peak time (p1), the DC off-
set (p2), and a stretch parameter (p3). The stretch285

parameter allows the fitter to successfully accom-
modate small variations in pulse shape that may
occur during the experiment, and its value range
spans from 0.9 to 1.4. Finally, the pulse-integral is
extracted as p0 · p3.290

To increase numerical stability and eliminate
high-frequency noise, all traces were filtered with
10 ns moving averages before being subjected to
the fitter. Since uncertainties of the fit parame-
ters were not used further in the analysis, the arti-295

ficial correlations possibly introduced or altered by

9VINCI fine instruments, Via Ciceruacchio 7, Montero-
tondo, I-00015 Rome, Italy
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Figure 6: A histogram of pulse-integrals from a single SiPM
during a typical laser calibration run with the filter wheel at
its open setting (100 % transmission). The histogram is fit
with a Gaussian to extract the mean and standard deviation.

the smoothing procedure were of no concern. The
software solution was a work-around for a missing
anti-aliasing filter in our setup.

When fitting, a χ2 minimization was used be-300

cause it exhibits numerically robust behavior, suffi-
cient region of convergence, and although the pulse-
integrals are biased towards lower values, the bias
is negligible compared to statistical fluctuations.
However, the χ2 minimization requires defining the305

statistical uncertainty of the digitized samples. The
best performance—in terms of numerical stability,
and number of iterations required to reach the mini-
mum value—was obtained when each digitizer sam-
ple was given equal weight in the fit; i.e., all the310

experimental uncertainties were set to unity. The
pulse times extracted from the waveform fits were
reproducible to better than 50 ps. A more detailed
analysis of timing resolution will be subject of a
dedicated paper.315

3.2. Laser Calibration

The effective number of photo-electrons serves as
a proxy for energy deposited into a crystal. The
goal of the laser calibration is to convert the pulse-
integral from the pulse fit into the number of pixels320

fired. After the number of pixels fired is corrected
for pixel saturation, it gives the effective number
of photo-electrons. The calibration procedure re-
lies on statistical properties of a histogram of many
thousands of laser hits collected under stable condi-325

tions. The conversion factor from pulse integrals to
photo-electrons is the SiPM gain for our purposes
in units of pulse-integral/pe.

For a given setting of the neutral-density filter
wheel, the pulse-integrals for each SiPM will be330
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Figure 7: A plot of pulse-integral variance vs. mean as a
neutral-density filter wheel is stepped through its positions.
The linear term, p1, is equal to the pulse-integral/pe. The
open filter setting (100 % transmission) for this particular
SiPM corresponds to approximately 1000 pe.

normally distributed. An example distribution is
shown in Fig. 6. The relationship between the mean
and the variance of the normal distribution is de-
termined by the number of incident photons and
properties of the individual SiPM. These proper-335

ties include the gain, which is the charge delivered
by a SiPM pixel when a pixel fires, and the photon
detection efficiency (PDE), which is a product of
quantum efficiency, the probability that the charge
carrier triggers an avalanche discharge and the ge-340

ometrical filling factor. Apart from the geometri-
cal factor, these factors depend on the applied bias
voltage. Finally, the width in Fig. 6 can also be
affected by external instabilities such as the laser
intensity fluctuations during the measuring period.345

For a stable laser, the relationship is

σ2 = n2
e + gµ , (µ/g ≈ Npe), (3)

where µ is the mean of the pulse-integral distri-
bution, ne is the amount of electrical noise in the
system, and g is the parameter of interest10, pulse-350

integral/pe. Npe stands for average number of pho-
tons registered by a SiPM. In the case of a more
widely varying light source, the relationship can be
modified to

σ2 = n2
e + gµ+ σ2

l µ
2 (4)355

10Undesirable SiPM behaviors such as after-pulsing and
cross-talk can further increase the width of the pulse-integral
distribution. This causes a systematic underestimate of the
number of pe but it has no effect on the linearity of the
device.
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1 at the run operating voltage of 66.5 V, which corresponds
to an over-voltage of approximately 0.8 V for this particu-
lar SiPM. While the pulse-integral/pe (gain) varies linearly
with the over-voltage, the pulse-integral itself increases more
rapidly as the product of PDE and gain.

where σ2
l is the additional relative variance of the

light source beyond Poisson statistics11. Thus, by
stepping through the filter wheel and extracting the
linear term in the σ2 vs mean curve, the desired
gain constants are determined (Fig. 7). Both lin-360

ear and quadratic fits were performed. When the
quadratic term is found statistically significant, the
linear term from the quadratic fit (Eq. 4) is used as
the gain value. If the quadratic term is not statisti-
cally significant, the gain value used in the analysis365

comes from the linear fit, i.e., the model described
in Eq. 3. The switching doesn’t pull the fit values,
which was verified, but it improves uncertainties.
Since the gain and the PDE of a SiPM vary with
changes in temperature and bias voltage, the cali-370

bration constants had to be tracked through time
and continually updated.

3.3. Operating Bias Voltage

SiPMs are operated in the Geiger mode, i.e., the
applied bias voltage is greater than the breakdown375

voltage. The difference between the bias voltage
and the breakdown voltage is called over-voltage
and controls the SiPM gain, PDE, dark-current,
and after-pulsing. The gain scales linearly with
over-voltage. The PDE depends on over-voltage,380

11If the distribution of photons incident at the photo-
detector from shot-to-shot were normally distributed with
mean m and width σ, the relative variance beyond Poisson
statistics is equal to σ2/m2 − 1/m.
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Figure 9: The total number of pe detected among nine white-
wrapped crystals arranged in a 3×3 cluster centered on SiPM
#11 when a 3.5-GeV electron impacts the center.

because it drives the probability that a charge car-
rier triggers an avalanche discharge. The proba-
bility is linear for low over-voltages and saturates
for higher over-voltages. Both the dark-current and
the after-pulsing increase as over-voltage is raised.385

While the bias voltage is easy to control, the
breakdown voltage, which depends on temperature,
cannot be measured directly. It can be inferred in-
directly in the following way: the bias voltage is
scanned over a range of values, and a laser calibra-390

tion is conducted at each step (see Fig. 8). The laser
calibration procedure disentangles gain and PDE
because the pulse-integral is a product of gain and
PDE while the effective number of photo-electrons
is a measure of relative PDE only. The gain curve395

(pulse-integral/pe) is fit with a linear model, and
the intercept with the bias voltage axis is used as
the effective value of breakdown voltage. This effec-
tive definition of the breakdown voltage is practical
to work with in the field.400

The bias voltages were scanned from 65.8 V to
67.2 V. The obtained values of breakdown voltages
were around 65.7 V. The higher than usual value of
the breakdown voltages were caused by the warm
environment and insufficient cooling. There are405

multiple thousands of photons in each beam hit or
laser shot, which allows lower-than-recommended12

over-voltage values to be used. An operating volt-
age was set to 66.5 V, which corresponds to about
0.8 V over-voltage. The chosen bias voltage value410

optimized PDE and gain for the dynamic range of
our electronics, allowed us to reconstruct several 3-

12The over-voltage value recommended by the manufac-
turer is the value corresponding to the gain of 1.25 × 106

and the dark rate for a single cell of about 0.5 MHz.
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Figure 10: Measured pe in a 3× 3 cluster of white-wrapped
crystals centered on SiPM #11 as a function of nominal
beam energy. The uncertainties on the nominal beam en-
ergies are set to 50 MeV.

GeV electrons per beam hit, and reduced the dark-
rate.

Within a SiPM, the 16 individual channels share415

a common bias voltage and charge buffer capaci-
tor through the preamplifier board. Differences in
breakdown voltages between pairs of channels are
typically less then 50 mV and the maximum differ-
ence between any pair of channels in any of the420

SiPMs used is 110 mV. These differences are not
important to the studies described here because the
number of incident photons is typically in the thou-
sands, effectively averaging the gain of each SiPM
over its constituent channels with negligible vari-425

ation from shot-to-shot. Additionally, the optical
properties of the crystals yield a uniform illumina-
tion of the SiPMs, ensuring the gain average re-
mains independent of electron impact position.

4. Results430

4.1. Energy Response and Light Yield

The energy response, light yield, and resolution
of the detectors were studied for 3× 3 clusters of
white- and black-wrapped crystals using a beam
with energies ranging from 2 to 4.5 GeV. SiPM #11435

was the designated center of the white cluster and
SiPM #24 was the center of the black array.

Offline analysis revealed that one of the quad-
rants in SiPM #24—the central SiPM in the black
array—was not functioning and therefore was not440

being included in the final stage of amplification.
This amounted to an effective decrease in coverage
of the central crystal in the black cluster to 75 % of
what it would have been had the SiPM been operat-
ing correctly. All pe values calculated for SiPM #24445
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Figure 11: Simulated longitudinal profile of an electromag-
netic shower deposited by a 3-GeV electron in a 140 mm thick
slab of PbF2. Energy deposits in dark blue and generated
Čerenkov photons in light red.

were increased by a factor of 4/3 to correct for this
effect.

For every beam event, the pulses in each of the
nine crystals within a cluster were converted into pe
and summed together. As shown in Fig. 9, the total450

pe distribution is not symmetric. A low-energy tail
exists owing to incomplete longitudinal shower con-
tainment. The effective mean values are extracted
from Gaussian fits that include an asymmetric fit
region as shown in the figure.455

A linear relationship between pe extracted from
the fit and the beam energy in the range13 from 3 –
4.5 GeV is shown in Fig. 10. We obtained a slope
of (1.45 ± 0.05) pe/MeV with an offset of (−80 ±
200) pe for the white array and a slope of (0.76 ±460

0.04) pe/MeV with an offset of (−150 ± 160) pe for
the black array14.

4.2. Energy Resolution

According to our Geant4 simulations, an elec-
tron in the energy range 2 – 4.5 GeV will deposit465

(96.3 ± 1.0) % of its energy in a 140 mm-deep,
infinitely-wide block of PbF2. The uncertainty was

13Operating the accelerator below 3 GeV required very
low magnet currents and reproducing energy setting suffered
from hysteresis effects. As a consequence, the energy uncer-
tainty associated with these data points was too large for the
points to contribute meaningfully to the linearity fit, and the
points were not used.

14One corner crystal from the black array—which contains
less than 1 % of the total energy deposition—was not in-
cluded in the sum because of a lack of available digitizer
channels.
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Figure 12: Energy resolutions of 3× 3 arrays of PbF2 crys-
tals with black and white wrappings as a function of en-
ergy. Fit functions are of the form σ2

E/E
2 = (1.5 %)2 +

a2/(E/GeV). The blue dashed line is the result of correct-
ing the black-wrapped curve for dead SiPM channels, as de-
scribed in the text.

determined from a Gaussian model fit to the MC
generated histogram of the deposited energies in an
asymmetric region, identically to how the experi-470

mental pe histograms was handled in Fig. 9. The
method is motivated by a direct comparison to the
literature at the end of the section. A longitudi-
nal profile of the deposited energy and generated
Čerenkov photons is shown in Fig. 11. They are475

subtly different. As the shower develops and prop-
agates deeper into the crystal, secondary charged
particles are emitted with lower mean energies.
That means the kinetic energy of these particles
approaches the Čerenkov threshold, and a smaller480

fraction of Čerenkov photons is emitted per unit of
energy lost. Because the tail of the shower contains
mainly lower-energy particles, the relative variance
in the Čerenkov photon yield is greater compared
to the upstream shower contribution.485

For the determination of energy resolution, one
must properly account for fluctuations in the con-
tainment fraction for a finite-sized detector. The
1 % variance predicted from the simulation for en-
ergy containment increases to 1.3 % when one is490

considering generated photons, which is what is
counted by the SiPM. If we next consider the trans-
verse containment of the 3× 3 cluster, we find that
the fluctuations from the 2.7 % fraction of Čerenkov
photons generated outside of the array further in-495

creases the overall containment-based variance to
1.5 %. Thus, the constant containment-based vari-
ance must be accounted for in the resolution func-
tion as a term behaving as: σE/E = 1.5 %.

Assuming all other contributions to the energy500
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Figure 13: The number of pe detected in each of three ad-
jacent white-wrapped crystals as a 3.1 GeV electron beam
is scanned across them. Dotted lines are drawn along the
crystal boundaries.

resolution scale with the energy in the same way as
the number of pe, i.e., 1/

√
E/GeV, the complete

energy resolution expression can be described by

σE
E

=

√
(1.5 %)2 +

a2

E/GeV
. (5)

Fits to this function yield a = (3.4 ± 0.1) % with a505

reduced χ2 of 10.6/8 for the white array and a =
(5.0±0.3) % with a reduced χ2 of 3.5/4 for the black
array (see Fig. 12). The experimental data points
in Fig. 12 were extracted from the pe distributions
(Fig. 9) using the same procedure as for the mean510

values, i.e., the point is the width parameter of the
Gaussian fit in an asymmetric region.

The obtained values of the a term are dominated
by the photo-statistics contributions predicted from
the light-yield values. The remaining parts can515

be assigned to uncertainties in the calibration of
various SiPMs together with position fluctuations
of the beam, and inhomogeneous response of the
SiPMs themselves. In principle the momentum un-
certainty, ∆P/P , of the beam can also contribute520

to the constant term, which we held fixed in the fit.
SLAC asserted that ∆P/P < 1 %.

The constant term value of 1.5 % was obtained
from the MC simulation in the same way as the ex-
perimental data were processed: A Gaussian model525

was fit in an asymmetric region of the MC gener-
ated pe histogram. In general, fixing the constant
term might pose a systematic bias. A fit to the ex-
perimental data with a free constant term was per-
formed to investigate the possible systematics. If530

the constant term is allowed to float, the fit prefers
the value of (1.6± 0.3) %. The difference in χ2 val-
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Figure 14: The measured energy and energy resolution in a
3× 4 array of white-wrapped crystals during a position scan
with a 3.1-GeV beam. A vertical dotted line is drawn along a
crystal boundary and a horizontal dotted line is drawn along
the mean measured energy of 3.1 GeV.

ues is vanishing between the two fits and does not
justify adding the extra free parameter. However, a
non-vanishing constant term is essential for a suc-535

cessful fit. If the constant term is fixed to zero, the
χ2 value increases from 11 to 19 which for 8 degrees
of freedom corresponds to the p-value of 1.7 %.

The energy resolution measurement for the black-
wrapped array suffered because of the dead quad-540

rant in SiPM #24; lower crystal coverage results in
an increased variance in the photo-statistics term.
While we can correct the light yield by increas-
ing the measured pe in SiPM #24 by 4/3, the
increased weighting does not account for the in-545

creased photo-statistics contribution to the relative
variance, which behaves as 1/Npe, where Npe is the
mean number of photoelectrons detected by the ar-
ray.

The correction process to account for the dead550

quadrant can be separated into two conceptual
steps. First, the obtained photo-statistics contri-
bution is subtracted quadratically from the energy
resolution. Next, the expected photo-statistics con-
tribution is added back in. Let Ltot be the total555

light yield of the 3×3 array in pe/GeV and fc the

Millipore Tedlar
Light yield
[pe/MeV]

1.45 ± 0.05 0.76 ± 0.04

Energy resolution
[%/

√
E/GeV]

3.4 ± 0.1 4.6 ± 0.3

Table 1: Summary of results for 3× 3 array. Note the Tedlar-
wrapped array energy resolution has been corrected following
the procedure described in text.
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Figure 15: The measured energy and energy resolution in
a 3× 4 array of white-wrapped crystals as a function of the
impact angle for a 3.0-GeV electron. The impact angle was
varied by physically rotating the calorimeter. A horizon-
tal dotted line is drawn along the mean measured energy
of 3.0 GeV. Note: The resolutions are slightly better than
those described earlier because here the beam is centered on
SiPM #6 rather than #11, and SiPM #6 had a higher light
yield.

fraction of Ltot collected in the central crystal with
a fully working SiPM. The value for fc in the black-
wrapped array is 0.85, and Ltot is 760 pe/GeV. The
obtained photo-statistics contribution to the rela-560

tive variance when 3/4 of the central SiPM is in op-
eration is [ELtot(

3
4fc+1−fc)]−1. The expected con-

tribution if all channels are operating is (ELtot)
−1.

Because the photo-statistics contribution to the rel-
ative variance is of the form E−1, the described pro-565

cedure corrects a in the energy resolution expression
(Eq. 5).

Therefore, the result acorrected = (4.6 ± 0.3) % is
obtained. A summary of the results from this and
the previous section are given in Table 1. Despite570

the SiPMs’ small area coverage, the energy reso-
lutions obtained here are better than those mea-
sured in previous studies of PbF2 using photo-
tubes [6, 11, 12].

4.3. Impact Position575

A 3.1-GeV electron beam was scanned horizon-
tally across the centers of three adjacent crystals in
steps of 5 mm. The behavior of the number of de-
tected pe’s (Fig. 13) and the total pe sum across the
scan (Fig. 14) demonstrate the efficacy of the laser580

calibration. The maximum numbers of pe observed
in each crystal differ by under 2 %, while the total
sum over 12 crystals remains constant within 4 %
over the 45 mm scan. Additionally, the energy reso-
lution remains acceptable when the beam is placed585

near the boundary of two crystals. The slight differ-
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Figure 16: Measured energy in a 3× 4 white-wrapped array
with a 3-GeV electron beam centered on SiPM #10, normal-
ized to 1 at t = 0, over a 9-hour period of constant running.
The empty points are uncorrected for gain drift whereas the
full points are corrected using the laser calibration system.
The laser system was firing throughout this entire period,
allowing for continual gain corrections.

ences in collected in the number of collected photo-
electrons as the beam is moved from one crystal to
the next can be explained by small differences in
light-yield between crystals.590

A previous study has obtained a position
resolution of σx,y = (0.99 ± 0.06) mm for a
2× 2 array of PbF2 crystals with dimensions
21× 21× 175 mm3 [11]. We expect our calorimeter
to exhibit similar position resolution, but no inde-595

pendent reference detector was available so we were
unable to confirm this expectation.

Nevertheless, the electron impact position was
calculated from shot-to-shot using a data-driven
empirical function of the center of mass of the crys-600

tal with the largest energy deposit and its nearest
neighbors, where mass refers to the number of pe
collected from a crystal. The impact position ob-
tained using this technique was distributed with a
width of (2.5 ± 0.1) mm, which can be taken as an605

upper bound on the beam size. This result is statis-
tically compatible with the expected radial profile
of the electron beam.

4.4. Impact Angle

Measuring the response of the calorimeter for in-610

cident particles striking at non-normal angles was
an important check because, in the (g− 2) experi-
ment, decay positrons of interest curl inward from
the storage ring and strike the calorimeter front
face at energy-correlated angles in the range from615

0 to ∼30 degrees. This does not present a leading-
order systematic problem, but we needed to record
the calorimeter response to calibrate our simulation
models.
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Figure 17: Pulse-shape vs. impact position difference from
the crystal front face center. Top: White wrapping. For
the (0, 5, 10 mm) impact positions, the pulse shapes are
practically identical, but for larger impact positions the pulse
shape widens considerably. Bottom: Black wrapping. The
pulse shape does not change significantly.

We studied incident electrons with angles up to620

20 degrees by physically rotating the calorimeter
with respect to the beamline. Angles of 0◦, 5◦, 10◦,
15◦, and 20◦ were tested with a 3-GeV beam cen-
tered on SiPM #6. The results of these measure-
ments are shown Fig. 15: the reconstructed energy625

is constant within 3 % and the energy resolution
does not appear to be significantly affected by the
electron angle.

4.5. Long-term Gain Stability

Long-term gain stability is a concern with SiPMs630

because of their sensitivity to changes in temper-
ature. Over the course of the run, the drifts in
gain were tracked using the laser calibration system,
which ran in parallel to normal data taking using a
separate trigger at roughly 20 Hz. Fig. 16 shows the635

reconstructed electron energy for a 3× 4 array of
white-wrapped crystals using a 3-GeV beam over a
9-hour period binned in 15-min intervals. The open
circles represent the raw sum, which drifts down-
ward by several percent during the study. The solid640
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Figure 18: Sketch of representative features of the light propagation in the crystal. Near the entrance, the Čerenkov cone
produces photons at 57◦ with respect to the crystal axis which is aligned with the beam direction. As the shower develops, the
average angle loses its original coherence, becoming nearly isotropic closer to the end of the crystal. As the lower expansions
illustrate, light bounces off of the faceted crystal surface owing to internal reflection for angles less than the critical angle
θc = 90◦ − 57◦ = 33◦. For larger angles, it passes into a thin layer of air and then hits the wrapping. We assume the black
wrapping to be totally absorptive, while the white wrapping is diffusive, re-emitting the light at a new angle, that might again
be captured in the crystal. The indexes of refraction of the crystal (1.8), optical gel (1.62), protective epoxy resin (1.55), and
SiPM active surface (∼3) are shown. Only photons passing through this sequence can convert to photoelectrons.

circles are corrected using the information from
laser events. First, an average response is deter-
mined on a shot by shot basis by using the sum
of the 12 individual normalized crystal responses.
Each 15-minute period raw data histogram is then645

corrected for by the average laser response over this
same period. With the correction, δE/E is stable
at the level of (2 ± 9) × 10−5 per hour.

5. Pulse Shape vs. Impact Position

In this section we discuss the important find-650

ing that the pulse shape varies with impact po-
sition for the white-wrapped crystals, but not for
the black-wrapped crystals, as shown in Fig. 17
and quantified in Table 2. This fact motivated
a detailed Monte Carlo investigation to track the655

generation and propagation of Čerenkov photons
through accurate models of the crystals, respect-
ing their faceted surfaces, and modeling the sep-
arate wrapping materials. Photons converted in
the SiPM must have trajectories permitting them660

to exit the PbF2 material (n = 1.8), pass through
an optical gel (n = 1.62), and a protective epoxy
resin (n = 1.55), before striking the silicon surface.
Fig. 18 illustrates many of the key considerations
that are included in the detailed light propagation665

simulation. Fig. 19 shows the net angular distri-
bution of Čerenkov photons produced in a central
crystal vs. those produced in its nearest neighbor.
The Čerenkov cone is non-existent for the neighbor-
ing crystals since energy deposited there emerges670

from deeper in the shower where the direction of
the deposited energy is no longer aligned with the
direction of the incoming electron.

Let us first consider a black-wrapped crystal
where the propagation of light is governed only by675

total internal reflection. Photons that are accepted
into the photo-detector have an angular range set
by the index of refraction of PbF2, with a sharp cut-
off smeared by the Fresnel law, and by the angular
distribution of the crystal surface facets. The time680

to hit the crystal readout face and the detection
probability once arrived naturally depend on where
photons are produced and their angular distribu-
tion. At the start of a shower—far from the read-
out surface—photons are largely generated in the685

Čerenkov cone of ∼57◦. Deeper into the shower—
and closer to the readout surface—the photon an-
gles develop an isotropic component. Because of
the hard angular limit for captured photons, the
acceptance vs. depth-of-generation is not uniform.690

The number of photons emerging from the coher-
ent part of the Čerenkov cone in the initial phase of
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Distance from Relative FWHM
Beam [mm] Millipore Tedlar
0 1 1
5 1.01 ± .01 1.01 ± .02
10 1.05 ± .02 1.02 ± .02
15 1.17 ± .01 1.02 ± .03
20 1.40 ± .01
25 1.52 ± .02 0.96 ± .05

Table 2: Pulse full width at half maximum evolution during
position scan. The zero “Distance from Beam” refers to the
beam hitting the center of a crystal. From that point, the
scan is performed horizontally.

a shower is relatively constant vs. impact position,
since this stage of the shower is narrow transversely.
As the shower evolves deeper and widens, the rel-695

ative number of the more “isotropically” produced
photons will depend on impact position, following
the general sharing of energy between neighboring
crystals. This asymmetry provides a mechanism for
a possible pulse-shape evolution if the two sources700

of photons are treated differently or collected differ-
ently in time. Because the black-wrapped crystal is
dictated only by total internal reflection, both the
central crystal and the neighbor pulse shapes are
close to identical and neither depends perceptibly705

on impact position. The mean arrival time differs
slightly because the shower propagates faster than
the light does, and thus the mean arrival time is
about 200 ps earlier for a neighbor crystal compared
to a central one, in general.710

White-wrapped crystals, in contrast, introduce
an additional light propagation path, which allows
photons generated with high polar angles to suc-
cessfully reach a SiPM. When a photon escapes the
surface, it can be redirected into and recaptured by715

the crystal at a new angle. These photons have, on
average, longer flight times prior to arriving at the
photo-detector and thus both widen and increase
the pulse compared to a black-wrapped crystal.
The width of the pulse shape corresponds directly720

to the width of the angular distribution, smeared
by Lambertian reflection from the wrapping. As
the impact position is displaced from the center,
the average captured angular distributions change
significantly and thus evolve the pulse width.725

Our measurements show that the central crystal
of a 3× 3 white-wrapped cluster contains (71±2) %
of the detected photons, while for a black-wrapped
cluster it contains (85 ± 2) % of the detected pho-
tons. The efficiency of conversion of the upstream730
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Figure 19: Angular distributions—with respect to the crystal
longitudinal axis—of Čerenkov photons produced by a 3-
GeV electron in central (dark blue) and neighbor (light red)
crystals. In the central crystal the distribution peaks at the
Čerenkov cone angle of 57◦ whereas in the neighbor crystals
the distribution is nearly isotropic.

photons in the initial cone vs. those produced later
and more isotropically is clearly wrapping depen-
dent; for example, the neighbor crystal pulse is
exclusively based on the “more isotropic” photons
as shown in Fig. 19. To fully account for the in-735

tensity differences and the pulse width evolutions,
our Monte-Carlo input parameters—average facet
angle, crystal absorption length, and reflectivity
of wrapping—were tuned using reasonable values
close to expectations. However, the solution is not740

unique and we plan to study these dependencies
further.

6. Conclusions

We report on a study of an array of 28 PbF2 crys-
tals read out using 16-channel, large-area SiPMs745

from Hamamatsu. This electromagnetic calorime-
ter represents a half-sized prototype for one of the
24 calorimeter units that are required for the new
muon (g− 2) experiment at Fermilab. Unique fea-
tures of this study include the exclusive use of fast750

waveform digitizers to record the pulses; the com-
parison of different crystal wrappings to investigate
light yield, pulse shape, and energy resolution; and
a laser-based calibration system with a high degree
of pulse-to-pulse intensity stability.755

Principle findings of this study are:

• The energy resolution, light yield, and linearity
characteristics of a PbF2 calorimeter coupled
with SiPM readout is found to either exceed
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or meet performance of previous PMT-coupled760

arrays.

• The absolute energy scale in units of photo-
electron per pulse-integral can be obtained
using only the laser system, independent of
beam, and the calibration system can monitor765

the gain to a relative precision of better than
10−4 per hour.

• White-wrapped crystals exhibited an energy
resolution σ/E of (3.4±0.1) %/

√
E/GeV, with

nearly twice the light yield compared to black-770

wrapped crystals, that had a resolution of
(4.6 ± 0.3) %/

√
E/GeV.

• The crystal wrapping affects more than just
the light yield; it affects the pulse-shape as a
function of impact position, in particular with775

a white diffusive wrapping.
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